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Abstract—A parity-check stopping (PCS) criterion for turbo
decoding is proposed in [1], which shows its priority compared
with the stopping criteria of Sign Change Ratio (SCR), Sign
Difference Ratio (SDR), Cross Entropy (CE) and improved CE-
based (Yu) method. But another well-known simple stopping
criterion named Hard-Decision-Aided (HDA) criterion has not
been compared in [1]. In this letter, through analysis we show
that using max-log-MAP algorithm, PCS is equivalent to HDA;
while simulations demonstrate that using log-MAP algorithm,
PCS has nearly the same performance as HDA.

Index Terms—Parity-check criterion (PCS), hard-decision-
aided (HDA), block error rate (BLER), iteration number.

I. INTRODUCTION

A parity-check stopping (PCS) scheme for iterative turbo

decoding is proposed in [1], where each soft-input and soft-

output (SISO) decoder outputs both the estimated systematic

bits and parity bits. The systematic bits from one SISO decoder

are interleaved and encoded with the constituent encoder, then

the parity bits from the encoder are compared with the parity

bits from another SISO decoder. If the two sets of parity bits

are matched bit by bit, the iterative decoding stops. From the

simulation results, the PCS has a smaller average number of

iterations compared with the stopping criteria of sign change

ratio (SCR), sign difference ratio (SDR), cross entropy (CE)

and an improved CE-based (Yu) methods.

Another well-known stopping criterion named hard-

decision-aided (HDA) has been proposed in [2], which com-

pares decisions from the same SISO on successive full-

iterations. An improved HDA (IHDA) was proposed in [3]

which requires less storage than HDA with similar perfor-

mance in terms of bit error rate (BER) and average number

of iterations. A general HDA approach was first introduced

in [4]. This HDA approach compares hard decisions of the

systematic bits between SISO1 and SISO2, and can stop the

iterative decoding after either SISO, which is currently the

best HDA approach. Analysis and simulation results in [5]

show that the general HDA has very good performance with

enhanced max-log-MAP algorithm (i.e., with scaled extrinsic

information feedback).

However, the PCS criterion in [1] has not been compared

with the HDA criterion. In this paper, we analyze and compare
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between PCS and the general HDA criteria, under both max-

log-MAP and log-MAP algorithms. We show that, using max-

log-MAP algorithm, the PCS criterion is equivalent to the

HDA criterion; while using log-MAP algorithm, simulations

demonstrate that both criteria have almost the same perfor-

mance in terms of average number of iterations and block

error rate (BLER).

II. COMPARISON BETWEEN PCS AND HDA CRITERIA

In the PCS scheme, each SISO decoder outputs log-

likelihood ratio (LLR) (as shown in Fig. 1) of the systematic

bits sk and the parity bits pk, which can be expressed as

follows,

L(sk) = ln





∑
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 ,(1)

where α, β and γ denote the forward recursive, backward

recursive and branch transition probabilities, respectively. For

max-log-MAP decoding, we can rewrite (1) as:

L(sk) = max
s′,s,sk=1

Ak−1(s
′)Γk(s

′, s)Bk(s)

− max
s′,s,sk=−1

Ak−1(s
′)Γk(s

′, s)Bk(s),

L(pk) = max
s′,s,pk=1

Ak−1(s
′)Γk(s

′, s)Bk(s)

− max
s′,s,pk=−1

Ak−1(s
′)Γk(s

′, s)Bk(s), (2)

where A, B and Γ are logarithms of α, β and γ, respectively.

Then the hard decisions (HD) of sk and pk are based on the

sign of L(sk) and L(pk) respectively:

ŝk = 1, if L(sk) > 0; else ŝk = 0,

p̂k = 1, if L(pk) > 0; else p̂k = 0. (3)

A. Max-log-MAP

It has been proved in [6] that, the max-log-MAP algorithm

is equivalent to the soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA), and

http://arxiv.org/abs/2003.11719v1
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Fig. 1. Turbo decoding of the systematic bits and the parity bits.
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Fig. 2. The PCS criterion for iterative turbo decoding.

the max-log-MAP algorithm makes the same hard decisions

as the Viterbi algorithm (assuming no tied path metrics). In

the decoding process, the max-log-MAP looks at two paths

per step in the trellis, the best with bit zero and the best with

bit one, and outputs the difference of the log-likelihoods of

the two paths.

From step to step, one of these paths may change, but

one will always be the maximum-likelihood (ML) path. That

means, for the max-log-MAP decoding, the hard decision of

the output always comes from the ML path because the ML

path always has the largest path metrics (again, assuming no

tied path metrics). From (1) and (2), we can see that, the

decoding processes are quite similar for the systematic bits

and parity bits. The difference is the path set of bit zero and

the path set of one. However, in max-log-MAP decoding, the

output of hard decision bits always come from the ML path,

which is valid for both systematic bits and parity bits. Since

there is only one ML path in the trellis (without considering

the situation of equal path metrics), ŝk and p̂k must come from

the same path in the trellis. In the PCS scheme, there are two

parity-check flags to stop the iteration, as shown in Fig. 2:

(a) Ŝ1 of the i-th iteration is interleaved and encoded

with the 2nd recursive systematic convolutional encoder

(RSC2), and then compared with P̂2. If the two se-

quences are totally matched, the iteration is terminated.

(b) Ŝ2 of the i-th iteration is de-interleaved and encoded

with RSC1, and then compared with P̂1. If the two se-

quences are totally matched, the iteration is terminated.

The process of (a) and (b) are similar. For convenience, we

take (a) at i-th iteration as an example to explain the equiva-

lence between the PCS and the HDA criteria. As described in
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2
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2Ŝ

1Ŝ

Fig. 3. The HDA criterion for iterative turbo decoding.

the above, for SISO2 decoder, the systematic bits Ŝ2 and the

parity bits P̂2 are in the same ML path in the encoding trellis.

So it is easy to deduce that P̂2 is also the encoded result of Ŝ2,

with the encoder of RSC2. As we know, the RSC encoding is a

one-to-one mapping process (assuming a rate 1/2 RSC code),

which means that one information sequence can only give rise

to one unique parity sequence, and one parity sequence can

only arise from one unique information sequence. So if P̂ ′

2
is

the same as P̂2, Ŝ′

1
must be the same as Ŝ2. On the other hand,

if Ŝ′

1
is the same as Ŝ2, after encoding with RSC2, they must

get the same parity bits. So the PCS criterion is equivalent

to comparing Ŝ′

1
and Ŝ2, which is actually the HDA criterion

shown in Fig. 3. Similar to the proof of (a), it’s easy to prove

that (b) is also equivalent to the HDA criterion.

B. Log-MAP

Unlike the max-log-MAP and SOVA algorithms which only

look at two paths per step, the log-MAP algorithm always

takes all paths into calculation, but splits them into two

sets (s=1, s=0), which may change from step to step. The

information bits output from the log-MAP decoder do not

certainly constitute a whole path in the trellis. Thus we cannot

get a certain relationship between the systematic bits and parity

bits output from a log-MAP decoder. This means that P̂1

and P̂2 are not certainly the encoding results of Ŝ1 and Ŝ2

respectively. However, since log-MAP algorithm and max-log-

MAP with a proper scaling factor on the extrinsic information

have similar performance [4], [7], we expect that using log-

MAP decoding, the PCS has similar performance with HDA

in most scenarios in terms of average iteration number and
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Fig. 4. The error performance of the log-MAP and max-log-MAP algorithms
with different stopping criteria, information length = 990.
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Fig. 5. The error performance of the log-MAP and max-log-MAP algorithms
with different stopping criteria, information length = 5000.

block error rate. We will perform simulations to compare the

two criteria using both max-log-MAP and log-MAP in the

next section.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation studies are performed with the rate 1/3 turbo

code in Universal Mobile Terrestrial Systems (UMTS) [8] in

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with binary

phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. The cyclic redundancy

check (CRC) stopping scheme with 24-bit CRC is simulated

as the baseline, in which the CRC is checked using the hard

decisions of systematic bits after each SISO decoder. The

maximum number of decoding iterations is set to 8 for all

simulation cases.
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Fig. 6. Average number of iterations of the log-MAP and max-log-MAP
algorithms with different stopping criteria, information length = 990.
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Fig. 7. Average number of iterations of the log-MAP and max-log-MAP
algorithms with different stopping criteria, information length = 5000.

Due to the simplification and approximation in calculating

LLRs, the max-log-MAP is suboptimal and yields an inferior

soft output than the log-MAP algorithm. However, the quality

of the max-log-MAP algorithm can be improved by using

an extrinsic information feedback, referred to as enhanced

max-log-MAP in [4], and s-max-log-MAP in [7]. With a

proper scaling factor, e.g. 0.75, the performance of s-max-

log-MAP algorithm is quite close to log-MAP algorithm. In

this simulation, we use the max-log-MAP with an extrinsic

scaling factor of 0.75 and the standard log-MAP algorithms.

Of course, the extrinsic information is not scaled for making

the decisions.

The path ambiguity (tied path metrics) problem was an-

alyzed in [9], [10], and it may affect the BER and BLER

performance of HDA early-stopped turbo decoding with finite
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quantization, especially with coarser quantization. When a soft

output is equal to zero, which means that there is a “tie” for

the best bit decision at that time, then the hard decision on

this bit is ambiguous and can be either ‘1’ or ‘0’. In this letter,

we do not permit early stopping on the current half-iteration

if there exists any soft output for hard decision that is exactly

zero, which is the same as the solution proposed in [9], [10].

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4 - Fig. 7. From the

simulation results, we can see that, for both information length

of 990 and 5000, the PCS criterion has the same performance

as HDA criterion in terms of block error rate and average

number of iterations for max-log-MAP algorithm. With log-

MAP decoding, two criteria also have nearly the same per-

formance. Comparing with the CRC stopping criterion, both

PCS and HDA criteria have the same block error rate but need

more average number of iterations. Since the HDA criterion

only need to compare the information bits, it does not need

to check with the parity bits or re-encode the systematic bits,

therefore HDA is simpler than PCS.

To make the comparisons above as easy as possible, the 24

bits of overhead required for implementing the CRC stopping

rule were just considered part of the information payload.

Properly accounting for the reduction in code rate with the

24-bit CRC present requires that the simulation results with

CRC stopping be shifted to the right by 10*log10(k/(k-24))

dB, where k is the nominal information block length without

the 24-bit CRC. This means that the results for k=990 should

be shifted right by about 0.11 dB, and the results for k=5000

should be shifted right by about 0.02 dB. With these shifts

included, it can be seen that CRC stopping actually performs

worse than the other stopping schemes. However, as shown in

[5], [9], [10], the performance for the HDA and PCS schemes

may start to degrade at lower block error rates with log-MAP

decoding.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter, we analyze and compare the PCS with the

HDA stopping criteria. Through analysis we show that using

max-log-MAP decoding, the two criteria are equivalent; using

log-MAP decoding, simulations demonstrate that they have

nearly the same performance in terms of average iteration

number and block error rate. Since the HDA criterion only

compares the systematic bits from two constitute decoders,

which does not need to check with the parity bits and re-

encode the systematic bits, it is simpler than the PCS criterion.
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